









Project of parking design with metal structure 
with class 4 profiles for electric vehicles and use 
of solar energy 
DRAWINGS 
 
STUDENTS FULL NAME: COMELLAS BOVÉ, MARC 
 







































LEVEL 0 - PARKING BAYS (338)
168 NORMAL PARKING BAYS
22 VAN PARKING BAYS
8 ACCESSIBLE PARKING BAYS
19 MOTORCYCLES
1 VAN ACCESSIBLE PARKING BAYS
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CO DETECTION ZONE 1
CO DETECTION ZONE 2
























































































































































































LEVEL 1 - PARKING BAYS (392)
180 NORMAL PARKING BAYS
22 VAN PARKING BAYS
12 ACCESSIBLE PARKING BAYS
19 MOTORCYCLES
2 VAN ACCESSIBLE PARKING BAYS













































































































































































































































































































































































































































CO DETECTION ZONE 1
CO DETECTION ZONE 2

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































LOUVER GRILLE C/W MESH
SIDE BY SIDE PAIRED
FIRE DAMPERS TO BE













LOUVER GRILLE C/W MESH
SIDE BY SIDE PAIRED
FIRE DAMPERS TO BE








LOUVER GRILLE C/W MESH
SIDE BY SIDE PAIRED
FIRE DAMPERS TO BE
FITTED IN THE WALL






















LOUVER GRILLE C/W MESH
SIDE BY SIDE PAIRED
FIRE DAMPERS TO BE











LOUVER GRILLE C/W MESH
SIDE BY SIDE PAIRED
FIRE DAMPERS TO BE




























































































































CREADO CON UNA VERSIÓN PARA ESTUDIANTES DE AUTODESK








































































































CREADO CON UNA VERSIÓN PARA ESTUDIANTES DE AUTODESK




























































































































TYPICAL FIRE EXTINGUISHERS DETAIL
0
Graphic scale in (cm)
Escala Gráfica en (cm)
200100




















































CREADO CON UNA VERSIÓN PARA ESTUDIANTES DE AUTODESK
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